
Journey deep into a magical, rainbow-lit forest ruled by  
enchanting fairies in this darker, less traditional  
Irish-themed slot.  

Played on a 3x5 grid, Clover Fortune is a high-volatility  
20-payline slot featuring jackpots, random wilds, free spins, 
and two scatter collection mechanics. Our take on the popular 
Irish theme sees beautifully crafted animations and sounds come 
alive during the bonus rounds, increasing in brightness and tem-
po for a more immersive and exciting experience.  

Land clovers to work your way up eight random jackpot tiers with 
a top payout of 10,000x! In the base game, a ‘lock level’ can trig-
ger randomly, sticking landed clovers in place and awarding a 
respin for the chance to land even more clovers towards the jackpot 
prize. 

In free spins, landing clovers will either upgrade the prizes on offer 
or add more spins to extend theexcitement. You can buy 10 free spins 
at 80x the bet or wait for three or more scatters to land. 

Featuring all the features from our Game and Fortune mechanics such 
as the Fortune Wheel, Bonus Booster, Bonus Replay and Lucky Spin 
there’s never a dull moment on our feature-packed debut slot! 



 

WIN PROBABILITIES  

 

 

 

Normal Bet Lucky Spin 

15x: 1 in 114 15x: 1 in 62 

25x: 1 in 210 25x: 1 in 118 

50x: 1 in 433 50x: 1 in 226 

80x: 1 in 944 80x: 1 in 491 

Land clovers to win up to 10,000x bet 

Collect coins to trigger wheel to win 
Jackpots or trigger Free spins 

Gamble all or some of your free spins to 
win up to 25! 

Land clovers during free spins to 
upgrade multipliers and add more spins 

Enable Lucky Spin for more coins, clovers 
and free spins! 



 

 

 

 

Chinese (Simplified) English (British) Indonesian Malaysian Slovakian 

Chinese (Traditional) Estonian Italian Norwegian Spanish 

Croatian Finnish Japanese Polish Swedish 

Czech French Khmer (Cambodian) Portuguese Thai 

Danish German Korean Portuguese (Brazilian) Turkish 

Dutch (Belgian) Greek Latvian Romanian Vietnamese 

Dutch Hungarian Lithuanian Russian  

   

 


